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Revealed: most ESG-friendly asset managers
By Ed Moisson 26 November 2018

UBS and State Street have topped a ranking of the most environmental, social and governance-friendly asset
managers as firms race to tout their credentials as sustainable investors.

Refinitiv, formerly part of Thomson Reuters, has compared 20 listed asset managers’ internal integration of
ESG factors, based on publicly reported data that include resource use, emissions, workforce, human rights and
corporate social responsibility strategy.
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The data provider has found that only three asset managers – UBS, State Street and BNY Mellon – scored
above the average for the Eurostoxx 50, Europe's leading blue-chip index.

Some asset managers’ overall ESG ratings are dragged down by poor governance scores. Schroders scores 23.2
for governance, but 95.1 for its environmental work, for example.

Elena Philipova, head of ESG at Refinitiv, says financial services firms have larger governance challenges
compared with other sectors, partly because standards of best practice in this area vary between countries.

Ms Philipova says financials tend to score higher than other industries on integrating environmental criteria,
finding it easier to improve energy efficiency and reducing waste.

At the foot of the table are Italian asset manager Azimut and US-headquartered Affiliated Managers Group,
both with scores below 40.

Fiona Reynolds, chief executive officer of the Principles for Responsible Investment Association, an
independent lobby group supported by the United Nations, says: “There is considerable variation among fund
managers in terms of how ESG is integrated in their organisations.”

Ms Reynolds says it is “not enough” for asset managers to demand that companies in which they invest look at
ESG factors, they also need to “follow suit” and systematically integrate ESG factors within their organisations
and investment processes.

Sarah Wilson, CEO of Minerva Analytics, the independent stewardship support service, says: “There is now a
race in fund managers committing to show their credentials on sustainability.”
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Ms Wilson says: “[Asset managers] have often struggled with ESG as a concept when maximising shareholder
returns has traditionally been more important. But now firms are thinking about holistic returns.”

Pressure for firms to change is coming from both clients and regulators, particularly in Europe, Ms Wilson says.

Ms Reynolds agrees, saying: “More and more asset owners are now demanding that their [fund] managers have
ESG capabilities before they provide them with mandates, [as well as] monitoring managers on the
implementation of their responsible investment processes and capabilities.

“This oversight will only continue to increase as more regulations and codes include ESG reporting and
disclosure.”

Meanwhile Hubertus Kuelps, group head of communications and branding at UBS, attributes the Swiss firm’s
high ranking to its “long-held conviction in proactively responding to the growing importance of […]
sustainability”.

Mr Kuelps heads up UBS in society, an initiative set up in 2015 to focus the firm’s group-wide efforts on areas
such as sustainable investing, human rights and the firm’s environmental footprint.

Firms scoring less well in the analysis say are taking steps to improve their ESG credentials.

A spokesperson for Gam says the firm has established a corporate social responsibility working group, which
covers areas such as improved reporting on water usage, the firm’s carbon footprint and diversity.

Gam also established a dedicated responsible investing team supporting investment managers in decision
making relating to ESG factors last year.

Steven Desmyter, Man Group’s co-head of responsible investment, says the firm takes ESG “very seriously,
both as a global business and an investor”.

Mr Desmyter says: “We fully recognise that there are areas for improvement and continue to explore ways of
achieving this across the business.”

Azimut and Schroders did not respond to a request for comment. AMG and Ashmore declined to comment.


